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This document has not been approved (for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). This document is being issued to and directed only at: (i) persons who have professional experience in matters relating to
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without further action; or (v) persons otherwise permitted by the laws of the jurisdiction in which they are resident to receive them; or (vi) in relation to persons in member states of the European Economic Area (“EEA”), are a “professional client” or an “eligible
counterparty” within the meaning of Article 4(1)(II) and 24(2); (3) and (4), respectively, of MiFID (as MiFID is implemented into national law of the relevant EEA state). This document is not intended to be, and must not be, distributed, passed on or disclosed,
directly or indirectly, to any other class of person.
It is a condition of you receiving this document that you fall within one of the categories of persons described above and by accepting this document you will be taken to have warranted, represented and undertaken to Cordiant that: (a) you fall within one of
the categories of persons described above, (b) you have read, agree to and will comply with the terms of this disclaimer; and (c) you will conduct your own analyses or other verification of the data set out in this document and will bear the responsibility for all
or any costs incurred in doing so. Persons who do not fall within one of the categories of persons described above should not rely on this document nor take any action upon it, but should return it immediately to Cordiant.
The offer and sale of securities in the proposed fund have not been and will not be registered under the applicable securities laws of the United States, Australia, Canada, South Africa, New Zealand or Japan. This document does not constitute any form of
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This document is an advertisement and not a prospectus and investors should not subscribe for or purchase any securities except on the basis of information in any prospectus to be published by the proposed fund in due course (and which will be made
available by the proposed fund) which supersedes and qualifies in its entirety all the information set forth in this document. This document does not constitute a part of the prospectus and recipients should not construe the contents of this document as financial,
legal, accounting, tax or investment advice. All company names, brand names and logos are property of their respective owners.
The securities in the proposed fund have not been nor will be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”) or with any securities regulatory authority of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States and such
securities may not be offered, sold, exercised, resold, transferred or delivered, directly or indirectly, within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. Persons (as defined in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act), except pursuant to an
exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act and in compliance with any applicable securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction in the United States. The proposed fund has not been and will not
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United Kingdom by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority, is acting for the proposed fund and Cordiant and no one else in relation to the arrangements referred to in this
document and will not regard any other person (whether or not as a recipient of this document) as its client in relation to the arrangements referred to in this document. Apart from the sponsor responsibilities, if any, which may be imposed upon Investec by the
Financial Conduct Authority or under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended, or the regulatory regime established thereunder, Investec will not be responsible to anyone other than the proposed fund or Cordiant for providing the protections
afforded to its clients or for providing advice in relation to the arrangements referred to in this document.
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading or investments and may not be impacted by brokerage and other slippage fees. Also, since
investments have not actually been invested or executed, the results may have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated investments in general are also subject to the fact that they are
designed with the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that the sub-fund or managed account(s) will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown.
Cordiant is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Dominion & Colonial Investment Partners group. Cordiant and its affiliated company, Cheverny Capital Inc. (“Cheverny”), have different client bases requiring different type services. Both companies are Canadian
regulated entities and are each registered as Exempt Market Dealers in Quebec, Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia. Cheverny is also registered in Manitoba and Newfoundland as an Exempt Market Dealer. Cordiant is registered with the SEC as a
Registered Investment Advisor (RIA) in the U.S.
The proposed fund would be managed by Cordiant Luxembourg S.A., an alternative investment fund manager (AIFM) and management company regulated by the Luxembourg CSSF. Cordiant Luxembourg S.A. operates under its EU passport.

Cordiant Capital: Overview

Established in the sector

Institutional firm

CORDIANT: EXPERIENCED MANAGER WITH AN EXISTING DIGITAL FUND
Institutional asset
manager with large
pension,
insurance (including
systemically
important firms) and
family offices.
Partner-owned.

Current funds
totalling

Institutional-Grade

>$2.5 B

AIFM (EU – Luxembourg)
RIA (SEC – USA)

Team includes

Actionable pipeline

>200

~14%
Projected returns on
originated telecoms loans
in current Cordiant
infrastructure debt growth
capital funds

Years of combined
experience in digital
infrastructure
management & investing

Cordiant
Founded

Infrastructure
Debt Pool

CIFA Private
Equity

2004

Digital
Infrastructure

Comprehensive license package in Canada

Track record

1999

Sector specialist focus on

2009

2014

Old Management – Non-originated strategy

Proven ability to

>€2.5 B

Originate
proprietary
digital deals

Operators
and

Investors

of digital infrastructure
deals

Ownership
Change

2015

First of three new
focused infra
debt funds & one
infra equity SPV

2016

2017

Steve Marshall joins
as Chairman of
Digital & digital
investing accelerates

2018

Cordiant Digital
Trust closes

2019

2020

New Management – Strategic Pivot to sector focus + origination

Common features to both periods: Institutional-grade back office & compliance / ESG + Impact / Investment rigour
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WHY NOW?

DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE

HAS NEVER BEEN MORE RELEVANT

At Work
From Home…

At Work…

Away From
Home…

At Home...

We depend on the communications enabled by
this critical infrastructure.
Covid-19 has accelerated the use of data
and the demand for improved data
infrastructure. This rests on three pillars:

Mobile
Towers

Fibreoptic
Networks

Cloud
& Data
Centres

The trend towards the use of shared digital
infrastructure by telecoms operators,
corporations, governments is strong and
accelerating.
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WHY THIS STRATEGY?

SHARED DIGITAL INFRA. ENABLES THE DATA-DRIVEN ECONOMIC REVOLUTION
Users
At home,school
and work…

And their
devices…

Connect to the
internet via fibre &
mobile towers…

Which in turn
connect to
data centres…

Digital Infrastructure Layer
Users pay telcos

That house the
providers of
online services

Core infrastructure,
not prone to
obsolescence
and can be shared.

That rely on digital infrastructure
Telco Networks
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Cordiant Capital: Team

STEVE MARSHALL: A HISTORY OF VALUE CREATION IN DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Chairman of Telecommunications Infrastructure, Cordiant

• Directorships include Next Gen Access UK (Chair), senior adviser to Federated Wireless,
and Tawal (Saudi Telecom’s newly formed Tower Subsidiary with 14,000towers).

• Prior to Cordiant, he was President of American Tower Corporation (AMT) US
Tower Division. Whilst serving as President, AMT pioneered the network neutral
telecommunications infrastructure model in the USA, Germany, France and 12 other
countries in both communication towers and towers +fibre

• With rich experience in commercial negotiation, regulation and supporting and enabling
network engineers in building the highest-quality infrastructure in highly competitive
markets, Mr Marshall made AMT the company it is today - the largest network-neutral
telecommunications infrastructure company in the world with a market capitalisation
of well over $100 Billion.

• He previously served as CEO of National Grid Wireless (where he led their wireless
tower infrastructure business in the US and UK); Executive Chairman of Intelig,
Brazil ($1.5bn National Long distance Fiber Owner and Operator); director ofDigital
UK-Advising the UK government on digital switchover; Chairman of WIA – Wireless
Infrastructure Association, USA (2017-2018) and a director for 8 years; Board member
of CTIA: the US Carriers Association (2017-2018)

Nov-07 to Feb-09: Executive Vice President American Tower
Corporation and President Europe, Middle East and Africa
Mar-09 – Jul-18: Executive Vice President American Tower
Corporation and President US Business

American Tower Corporation Share
Price

Steve
Marshall
Joins

6.25x

Steve
Marshall
Leaves

227
177
127

77
27
-23

• Mr Marshall holds a BSc (Hons) in Building and Civil Engineering from the University
of Manchester and an MBA from Alliance Manchester Business School.

Organic Growth

M&A

• Invested billions on organic growth CapEx at

$4,600

• Led (and successfully integrated) 2x $5 billion

American Tower – both towers and fibre

M&A transactions whilst at American Tower

• Built a $2 billion national fibre network in Brazil in a
Sprint/France Telecom/National Grid joint venture

• Led National Grid’s UK/European organic

American Tower
assets when at National Grid

• Built and was initial CEO of a national fibre network

5.1x

• Conducted $2+ billion of tuck-under M&A at
• Purchased Crown Castle’s UK mobile tower

investment strategy in telecoms
in Poland

American Tower Corporation
EBITDA

$900

• Sold National Grid Wireless to Macquarie to
create the modern Arqiva
2007
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Cordiant Capital: Team

SPECIALIST TELECOMS INVESTING KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE
Benn Mikula

David Kippen

Managing Partner, Co-CEO & Head of Investments

Managing Director

• 30 years’ telecoms infrastructure/technology private equity,

• Executive Director, JPMorgan Technology Investment Banking

private debt and investment banking experience

• MD & Head of European Technology Investment Banking,
JPMorgan and top-ranked telecoms/technology equities
analyst and sector research head, RBC Capital Markets

• Director of 3 cloud companies
• Has advised major telecoms sector players on billions of

(colleague of Benn Mikula)

• Head of private investing, familyoffice
• $30 billion of M&A and exit experience
• Director of digital services companies

Dollars of investments, divestments, acquisitions and
restructurings

Hagai Shilo

Jean-François Sauvé

Managing Director

Managing Partner & Co-CEO

• Vice President, JPMorgan Technology Investment Banking
Team (Colleague of Benn Mikula)

• Head of private investing, family office
• $10 billion of exit and M&A experience, including leading
3 AIM IPOs

• Ten years’ telecoms PE and PD investing experience
• President, Pictet Canada LP
• First worked on a telecoms equity deal with Benn Mikula
in 1996

Stephen Foss
Managing Director, Structuring & Syndication

• Partner, Merlin Capital
• MD & Head of International Equities, Sales & Trading RBC
Capital Markets

• MD, Investment Banking, Corporate Broking & ECM, RBC
Capital Markets

Full biographies of these and other key team members of Cordiant’s telecoms franchise are available on request.
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ESG

CORDIANT HAS THE ESG CREDENTIALS TO DELIVER RETURNS & POSITIVE
IMPACT IN DIGITAL INVESTING
Cordiant & ESG + Impact

• Early signatory of U.N. PRI
• Member of GIIN (Global impact Investing Network)
• Founding signatory of IFC “Principles for Impact
management”

• Dedicated ESG and Impact resources

We will focus on
strategies to sharply
reduce data-linked
carbon emissions…

…and on the factthat
digital infrastructure
can reduce travelrelated emissions.

Cordiant will embed impact investing principles in this strategy. In particular it will focus on data centres using renewable
energy and practicing energy reduction techniques such as free air cooling
Cordiant’s history has been based on incorporating ESG into an investment strategy without sacrificing commercial
returns.
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Cordiant Capital
Montreal | London | Luxembourg | Sao Paulo
www.cordiantcap.com

